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WF CENTRAL Celebrates the Five Fortunes  

with HAHA PANDA for a Joyous Chinese New Year 
 

WF CENTRAL - in collaboration with the art creator Dennis Chan 

- welcomes visitors to experience modern blessings for a traditional New Year 

 

BEIJING, 21st January 2019 – This Chinese New Year, WF CENTRAL celebrates the Five 

Fortunes with HAHA PANDA, the brilliant art pieces from the renowned contemporary art creator 

Dennis Chan. This prestigious artistic collaboration reflects WF CENTRAL’s original vision of 

merging modernity with traditions. Throughout the festive season, visitors are welcomed to engage 

with HAHA PANDA at WF CENTRAL through a series of festive activities to begin a prosperous 

new year.  

 

With the Spring Festival campaign launched, WF CENTRAL also unveils its annual theme for 2019, 

A Year of Play, embracing self-expression, imagination and celebration – to try out playful twists on 

classic styles and daring takes on latest trends, to experiment playfully with ways to enrich, connect 

and entertain us all through technology, as well as to encourage meaningful actions and explore 

possibilities for a sustainable future.  

 

 

Celebrate Chinese cultural heritage with contemporary artistry   

 

From 21st January to 19th February, the nine-piece set of HAHA PANDA comes to WF CENTRAL 

to represent the five cornerstones of a happy life: Wealth, Health, Love, Luck and Success, known in 

Chinese as “Wufu”. Going beyond public’s stereotypical impression of panda, simply in black and 

white, HAHA PANDA is inlaid with colourful fine Austrian crystals. Posing in different ways, these 

adorable sculptures vividly deliver various good wishes to viewers. 

 

Apart from the nine-piece set, another two stunning installations are specially arranged during the 

festival, welcoming visitors with unique and memorable photo opportunities. Outside Wangfujing 

Street stands the four-metre golden Giant Wishing Panda, on which visitors can hang their wishing 

cards, and inside the Atrium, an eight-metre high HAHA PANDA, adorned in sparkling magenta and 

silver crystal-like material, is greeting all the visitors to WF CENTRAL.  

 

HAHA PANDA is an art piece created by Dennis Chan, a contemporary art creator as well as the 

founder and Creative Director of the international fine jewellery brand Qeelin. “Panda” is a 

benevolent animal representing traditional Chinese ideals: mellow, peaceful, and aloof from worldly 
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success, while “HaHa”, the universal language of laughter unites all viewers under a global aspect. 

 

“This year, we are inviting every customer to enjoy A Year of Play and discover a world of self-

expression, imagination and celebration at WF CENTRAL. It is our pleasure to begin the celebration 

with Dennis Chan’s marvellous art pieces,” commented Mr Raymond Chow, Chairman of Wangfu 

Central Real Estate Development Company Limited and Executive Director of Hongkong Land. 

“With our shared vision of globalism, we successfully achieve a resonance of cherished Chinese 

cultural heritage and modernism, consistently delivering the very best arts and cultural experiences 

to revitalize the community of Wangfujing.”  

 

Dennis Chan, the creator behind HAHA PANDA, explained, “It is incredible working with WF 

CENTRAL and bringing HAHA PANDA to celebrate the Chinese New Year. This collaboration, not 

only shares WF CENTRAL’s core values but showcases the culmination of my sculptural philosophy, 

fusing the essence of Chinese traditional culture with contemporary artistic and craftsmanship 

approach.”  

 

 

Shop and be rewarded  

 

WF CENTRAL is a must-visit destination this Chinese New Year to celebrate special moments with 

friends and family. Visitors can first register as a WF CENTRAL member to receive a Fortune Map, 

collect HAHA PANDA fortune stickers along the way for each HAHA PANDA they spot and receive 

a Wishing Card to hang on the Giant Wishing Panda at Wangfujing Street, starting a journey to a 

year of good fortune. 

 

Moreover, visitors spending RMB800 can receive a Fortune Bag, comprised with surprising treats 

for the Chinese New Year celebration. During the festival, WF CENTRAL members can also redeem 

gift vouchers when they spend RMB3,000 or above to make the shopping more rewarding.  

 

 

The BESPOKE regional recognition programme 

 

WF CENTRAL launched the BESPOKE regional recognition programme offering its members the 

benefit from the unique shopping destination and cultural experiences found at leading premium 

lifestyle destinations, LANDMARK in Hong Kong and ONE CENTRAL in Macau, whilst collecting 

BESPOKE Rewards points for every Hong Kong Dollar (HKD), Macau Pataca (MOP), or Renminbi 

(RMB) spent.  
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The points can be redeemed at any of the prestigious shopping destinations to enjoy exclusive offers, 

tailored to members’ lifestyle and tastes including curated brand-experiences, off-the-menu food and 

beverage offers, personal invitations to exclusive events and the opportunity to join private cultural 

tours.  

 

To celebrate the launch of BESPOKE programme, from now to 17th February 2019, BESPOKE 

members can enjoy double reward points when shopping at two locations, or triple reward points 

when purchasing at all three locations, up to 500,000 reward points during the promotion period.  

 

To discover more about WF CENTRAL and to receive our latest news and information on upcoming 

events, follow us on our Sina Weibo account and our WeChat account at ‘WF CENTRAL’. 

 

Please download the high-resolution images at: 

https://pan.baidu.com/s/1PtlqyAQ51DMg0TYq1qUNGQ Code: vuwh 

 

- end - 

 

https://pan.baidu.com/s/1PtlqyAQ51DMg0TYq1qUNGQ
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 Inside the Atrium, an eight-metre high 

HAHA PANDA, adorned in sparkling 

magenta and silver crystal-like material, is 

greeting all the visitors to WF CENTRAL.  

 

 Outside Wangfujing Street stands the 

four-metre golden Giant Wishing Panda, 

on which visitors can hang their wishing 

cards. 
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  (From left to right) Ms Shirley Lam, 

General Manager, China Commercial 

Property of Hongkong Land and Dennis 

Chan, a contemporary art creator as well 

as the founder and Creative Director of the 

international fine jewellery brand Qeelin, 

toasted at the “Five Fortunes at WF 

CENTRAL” Launch Party. 

 The renowned contemporary art creator 

Dennis Chan shared his inspirations 

behind HAHA PANDA with guests. 
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 Guests of the “Five Fortunes at WF 

CENTRAL” Launch Party. 

 

 

 

 (From left to right) Ms Jinqing Cai, 

President of Kering Greater China and the 

renowned contemporary art creator 

Dennis Chan. 
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 (From left to right) Dennis Chan, the 

renowned contemporary art creator and 

the famous fashion icon in China, Ms 

Mang Su. 

  (From left to right) The famous actor  

Wesley Wong and the renowned 

contemporary art creator Dennis Chan. 

 (From left to right) Supermodel Bonnie 

Chen and the renowned contemporary art 

creator Dennis Chan. 
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 From 21st January to 19th February, 

HAHA PANDA comes to WF CENTRAL 

to represent the five cornerstones of a 

happy life: Wealth, Health, Love, Luck 

and Success, known in Chinese as 

“Wufu”. 
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 The HAHA PANDA of Wealth brings 

you fortune and prosperity. 
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 The HAHA PANDA of Health brings 

you a strong mind and body. 
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 The HAHA PANDA of Love brings you 

all your heart’s desires. 

 

 The HAHA PANDA of Luck brings you 

unexpected boons in the year to come. 
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 The HAHA PANDA of Career brings 

you promotion and success. 
 

 Visitors can first register as a WF 

CENTRAL member to receive a Fortune 

Map, collect HAHA PANDA fortune 

stickers along the way for each HAHA 

PANDA they spot and receive a Wishing 

Card to hang on the Giant Wishing Panda 

at Wangfujing Street, starting a journey to 

a year of good fortune. 
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WF CENTRAL 

  

WF CENTRAL is Hongkong Land’s leading premium lifestyle retail centre in China at the 

commercial and political heart of the capital city, with the design and scale to both respect and 

revitalise the historic fabric of the Wangfujing area. Occupying a prime site of approximately 21,000 

sq. m. on Wangfujing Street in Dongcheng District, Beijing, WF CENTRAL is bringing the 

community a total of 150,000 sq. m. gross floor area – including a 73-room hotel Mandarin Oriental 

Wangfujing, Beijing. The property offers 43,000 sq. m. of retail space.  

 

Bringing together an unparalleled range of Luxury, Fashion, World-class Gastronomy, Lifestyle & 

Wellness, and Art & Culture experiences, WF CENTRAL is set to offer an authentically-new Beijing 

lifestyle experience by providing the opportunity to find inspiration, enjoy culture and be part of a 

new global perspective.  

 

Located on the prosperous Wangfujing Street, WF CENTRAL is only a stone’s throw away from the 

Forbidden City and the Central Business District of Beijing. It will provide 660 carpark spaces and 

is well served by the capital’s public transportation and metro networks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Visitors spending RMB800 can receive a 

Fortune Bag, comprised with surprising 

treats for the Chinese New Year 

celebration. 
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Hongkong Land  

 

Hongkong Land is a leading property investment, management and development group.  Founded in 

1889, Hongkong Land’s business is built on excellence, integrity and partnership.  

 

The Group owns and manages more than 850,000 sq. m. of prime office and luxury retail property in 

key Asian cities, principally in Hong Kong, Singapore and Beijing. Its properties attract the world’s 

foremost companies and luxury brands.   

 

Its Hong Kong Central portfolio represents some 450,000 sq. m. of prime property.  It has a further 

165,000 sq. m. of prestigious office space in Singapore mainly held through joint ventures, a luxury 

retail centre at Wangfujing in Beijing, and a 50% interest in a leading office complex in Central 

Jakarta.  The Group also has a number of high quality residential, commercial and mixed-use projects 

under development in cities across Greater China and Southeast Asia.  In Singapore, its subsidiary, 

MCL Land, is a well-established residential developer. 

 

Hongkong Land Holdings Limited is incorporated in Bermuda and has a standard listing on the 

London Stock Exchange, with secondary listings in Bermuda and Singapore.  The Group’s assets and 

investments are managed from Hong Kong by Hongkong Land Limited.  Hongkong Land is a 

member of the Jardine Matheson Group. 

 

- end - 

 

For further information, please contact: 

 

WF CENTRAL 

  

Ellie Feng +86 10 6520 4992 ellie.feng@hkland.com 

Hanna Xu +86 10 6520 4911 hanna.xu@hkland.com 

 

Hongkong Land 

  

Jennifer Lam   +852 2842 8222 jennifer.lam@hkland.com 

Shelly Chan +852 2842 8041 shelly.chan@hkland.com 

   

Ruder Finn   

Qian Wang +86 10 6462 7321- 661 qian.wang@rfcomms.com 

Hansey Zhang +86 10 6462 7321- 667 hansey.zhang@rfcomms.com 
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